The Story Behind the Stamp
Max Ludwig
By Thomas Matthies 12 Jan. 2018
In my last article about the 1949' stamp of Bizone I wrote that I have identified the artists
name but have no information about him. Mostly you will find information about (Paul) Max
Ludwig ("(P)ML"), born 1873 in Dresden and deceased 1940, who was a novelist and painter
who mostly painted portraits and landscapes1.
But the Max Ludwig ("ML") I was searching must have been alive after the war and was
probably a commercial artist. Funnily art traders often mistake him with the other one and sell
paintings of him under the name of (Paul) Max Ludwig.

Signature of "(P)ML"

Auction with painting of "ML" under the name of "(P)ML"

Further Google researches set me on the trail of the children's books "Kai aus der Kiste" ("Bill
of the black hand", "Kaï, roi de la pub", " Kai, el de la caja", "Vojtíšek z bedny. Zlín" 2),
originally from 1926 with drawings of Fritz Eichenberg but reprinted with new drawings from
Max Ludwig in 1947.

Signature from "Kai
aus der Kiste"

Finally I found some sport paintings of him in
auctions. Themes were football, horserace or polo
and in one closed ebay auction (just to find in the
Google cache because the website was deleted) with
Letter from the Tour of Germany 1982 with
a drawing of a horserace was a photo of the backside
the stamp of 1949 as motif.
with a news article in memory to Max Ludwig, who
died in Berlin at the age of 61.
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http://bernhard-ludwig.de/max/index.html , https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Ludwig_(Schriftsteller)
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kai_aus_der_Kiste_(Roman)

And now I could identify him as Max Ludwig, born on
22.4.1896 in Halle (Saale), German bobsledder, winner of
bronze medal 1932 in Lake Placid in the four-man event and
finished seventh in the two-man event at those same games3.
His profession was "painter and graphic designer". He worked
for the industry, for newspapers as illustrator of sport events
and other printed material like books or event programs.
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German trading card
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https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Ludwig_(Bobfahrer) , https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Ludwig
Photo from the "Official Report of the III Olympic Winter Games, Lake Placid 1932"

Collector card with a drawing of a motor
paced race by Max Ludwig. It was published

in a series of artist's postcards for a "relief
fund for the German sport" in 1936.

Invitation card for an exhibition
of the bicycle stamp collection
of Wolfgang Gronen in 1980
with autographs of Karl-Heinz
Kunde (9th of Tour de France
1966, 5 days yellow jersey) and
Ernst
Claußmeyer
(World
Champion 1970, Team Pursuit).
Design of Erwin Kirsch.

Program of 1950

Jari Majander on the last article:
"I was glad to read this interesting and entertaining
article written by Tom. Some ten years ago I obtained
the attached sketch; please have a look at it, because it
is very much related. This sketch has not only been
created in the exactly same style and coloring than
covers of the program leaflets of the late 1930s, but obviously also shows the signature of
the very same artist, Mr. Max Ludwig. This sketch seems to have the same design than the
cover of the 1937 program. The size of this sketch is 21 x 30 cm."

